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Abstract Coal Washing Exploration in India dates back to 1900s; though, first coking coal washeries in India were

installed after independence. At present, most of the coking coal washeries are owned by Public Sector Companies;

whereas, most of the non-coking coal washeries are owned by Private Sector. Even after six decades of coal washing

practices, there has not been significant development in the coal washing intelligentsia. Indian Coal Washing industry is

still dependent on imported equipment, which has been designed to treat coal that is significantly different from Indian coal

of drift origin. In this paper, authors have ventured into evolution of Indian Coal Washing Industry (with a focus on coking

coal washing sector), its present condition and future prospect for growth. The paper emphasizes need for developing

indigenous solutions to industrial challenges and highlights importance of increased coordination among academia-re-

search institutions and coal industry.
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1 Evolution of coal washing in India

After setting up Steel Plants in India (in 1907), Tata Iron

and Steel Company (TISCO) started explorations to meet

the demand of coking coal for their steel plants; and, first

breakthrough was achieved by Mr. A. Farquhar during his

washability studies of Jharia and Raniganj coal during

1918–1926. After ascertaining economic viability, in 1946,

TISCO decided to set up Coal Washeries in West Bokaro

(1951) and Jamadoba (1952) (Ghosh 1964; Sen 2015).

Chance Cone separator (a dense media separator utilizing

sand as media) was the first washing equipment installed in

Jamadoba Coal Preparation Plant (JCPP) for treatment of

Jamadoba and Bhowra Coal. Subsequently, Lodna Coal

Company set up Feldspar Jig—based very simple Coal

Washery in 1955. (Ghosh 1964; Sen 2015; Singh and Guha

1965; Sinha 1988).

Hindustan Steel Limited (HSL) was set up in 1954, for

expansion of Steel Industry in India. Similarly, National

Coal Development Corporation (NCDC) was founded for

planned growth of coal mining industry in India. To meet

demand of coking coal for HSL Steel Plants, Central Coal

Washeries in the vicinity of existing Marshaling yards of

Kargali, Durgapur, Dugda, Bhojudih and Patherdih were

envisaged; and Kargali Washery was commissioned in

1958 by NCDC as first public sector washery in India.

Subsequently, Durgapur, Dugda, Bhojudih and Patherdih

Coking Coal Washeries were commissioned during the III

and IV Five Year Plans. (CCL 2015; CIL 2015; Ghosh

1964; CCL 2015; AICC 1965; Singh and Guha 1965;

Sarkar 1972; Das 1975; Agrawal 1976; CEMPDIL 2016;

Konar et al. 1998).

Following the footprints, Indian Iron and Steel Company

(IISCO), also set up Chasnalla Washery in 1968 (Sarkar
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1972; Agrawal 1976; Konar et al. 1998; Rai and Tiwari

2009; Sen 2015). Later on, NCDC installed Kathara and

Swang Washeries in 1969 and 1970. After nationalization

of coal industry in India, ownership of NCDC Washeries

was transferred to Central Coalfields Limited (CCL),

(CEMPDIL 2016).

After a decade, for administrative reasons, ownership of

SAIL Washeries was transferred to Bharat Coking Coal

Limited (BCCL). To cater for the growing demand of clean

coal, Coal India commissioned seven more coking coal

Washeries (Sudamdih,Moonidih, Nandan, Barora, Mohuda,

Kedla andMadhuband) during 1980–2000 (Ministry of Coal

2014; Sen 2015; Sinha 1988; Saxena 2015; NSO 2015). The

most recent ones are Kedla and Madhuband Washeries of

CCL and BCCL commissioned in 1997 and 1998

respectively.

Over the period, quality of coal has deteriorated due to

exhaustion of superior grade coal in upper seams of BCCL

and CCL Coal Belt (Sarkar et al. 2015). However, there

has not been significant development in coal washing cir-

cuits, as the most recent washeries (Kedla and Madhuband)

are Batac Jig-based washeries in contrast with the earliest

coal washeries of HSL, which comprised of Heavy Media

Separators (Rai and Tiwari 2009).

The demand of coal increased with the growth of Steel

Industry. Keeping this in view, Coal India has planned to

install six new coking coal washeries in BCCL with design

capacity of 18.6 MTPY. These washeries will be installed

and run on BOM scheme (Build Operate and Maintain).

Three of these washeries are under construction. Five stage

of Washing is being introduced in India with these wash-

eries (Sarkar et al. 2015; Saxena 2015).

2 Growing importance of washing

India has proven coal reserves of total 125.91 billion tons,

out of which only 18.4 billion tons is that of coking coal as

shown in Table 1 (Source: Ministry of Coal).

Over the years, prime-coking coal reserves in the Jharia

Coal Field have been exploited from the upper seams,

leaving behind lower seams of inferior grade coal for fur-

ther extraction.

Grade wise distribution of various seams of coal in

BCCL (the only producer of prime-coking coal in India) is

indicated in Table 2 (Sarkar et al. 2015).

Unlike metallurgical grade coal (ST-I & ST-II), inferior

grade coal cannot be directly blended with imported coal

for coke making. Increasing demand of growing steel

industry and diminishing production of metallurgical grade

coal has resulted in increasing import burden on Indian

Steel Industry to meet its demand for quality coking coal

(Ministry of Coal 2014; CIL 2015). Trend of gross national

demand for coking coal, domestic production and import

during last six years has been shown in Fig. 1 (Ministry of

Coal 2014; NSO 2015).

Statistically, domestic production is enough to meet

demand of coal for the Indian Steel Industry; still, import

of coking coal has only been increasing. Inferior quality of

Indian coking coal, and insufficient washing capacity are

the principal reasons behind this huge demand–supply gap.

Approx. 79 % of the total national demand is met by

imported coal. Quality of Coking Coal produced during

2014–2015 is indicated in Table 3. (Ministry of Coal 2014;

NSO 2015).

It is evident that, about 95 % of total coal produced in

India is of Washery Grade -III and IV. As per Coal Statistic

Report, only 24 % of the total coking coal produced in

India has been utilized in metallurgical sector; and

remaining 76 % has been diverted to non-metallurgical

sector. The figures are even dismal, if only public sector

companies are considered, with a meager 14.4 % of the

total coking coal utilization in metallurgical sector. The

situation is alarmingly critical as we are not only losing

valuable coking coal reserves to non-metallurgical sectors,

it’s costing Indian foreign currency reserves to the tune of

US $5.2 billion in import of coking coal (Ministry of Coal

2014; CIL 2015).

3 Existing scenario of coking coal washing in India

So far, 25 coking coal Washeries have been installed and

commissioned in India out of which only 19 are in oper-

ation at present with a total washing capacity of 33.17

MTY; out of these Washeries, 15 are operating in Public

Sector. (Sen 2015; Saxena 2015; NSO 2015 ; Konar et al.

1998; AICC 1965; Sinha 1988; Rai and Tiwari 2009). It is

evident from Table 3 and Table 4 that the existing capacity

of Washeries are not sufficient to handle total amount of

coking coal produced in the country, and remaining

quantity of coal is bound to get diverted to non-

Table 1 Geological reserves of coal in India as on 01.04.2014

(Quantity in MT)

Type of coal Proved Indicated Inferred Total

(A) Coking

Prime coking 4614 699 0 5313

Medium coking 13,303 11,867 1879 27,049

Semi-coking 482 1004 222 1708

Sub-total coking 18,400 13,569 2101 34,070

(B) Non-coking 106,916 128,838 30,249 266,002

(C) Tertiary coal 594 99 799 1493

Total 125,909 142,507 33,149 301,565
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metallurgical sector. Moreover, it is also to be noted that

only 13.79 MT of Coking Coal is being channelized to

Metallurgical Sector, which amounts to only 41.6 % of the

total washing capacity (Ministry of Coal 2014). This poor

capacity utilization can be attributed to old plant machinery

and obsolete washing circuit in most of the existing

washeries, which have outlived their-designed life.

Recurring losses in the coking coal washeries is another

principal deterrent in capacity utilization (Sarkar et al.

2015). On further investigation, it was revealed that these

washeries are operating at very poor yield; and in many of

the public sector washeries fine coal circuit is not in

operation (Sarkar et al. 2015; Alam and Patel 2012). Thus,

actual utilization of coking coal in the metallurgical sector

is even less, not more than 10.0 %. The authors are car-

rying out studies on Coking Coal Washeries of Bharat

Coking Coal Limited to help improve their performance

and ultimately maximize the optimum utilization of coking

coal in the metallurgical sector.

Coal Washing Technology has evolved globally. Some

countries have almost frozen their washing technology for

a particular coal seam. This is not the case with Indian

coal industry. The Washing Technology developed else-

where, have been slightly customized to face the chal-

lenges of difficult washing characteristics of Indian Coal.

As such, no washing equipment has been designed

specifically to treat Indian Coal with difficult washing

characteristics, which is not encountered in case of car-

boniferous coal. Details of washing schemes in existing

coking coal washeries of India has been compiled in

Table 4 (Sen 2015; Ministry of Coal 2014; Chakraborty

et al. 2015; Sarkar et al. 2015; CCL 2012; Rai and Tiwari

2009). Heavy Media Cyclone is the most widely used

separator in these washeries. Presence of high proportion

of near-gravity-material (NGM) mandates cyclone wash-

ing (Rai and Tiwari 2009). Misplacement of coal in such

washing schemes can be further improved with the aid of

automation and control. However, most of the public

sector washeries are yet to integrate automation and

control in their existing circuits.

Table 2 Grade wise distributions of coal seams/reserves in Bharat

Coking Coal Limited

Demarcation Coal seam Thickness (m) Grade of coal

Upper horizon XVIII A/B/C/D 5.9 ST-II and W-I

cokingXVII 4.45

XVI A/B/C/D/E 10.58

XV 2.54 W-I and W-II

cokingXIV 0.56

XIII 3.94

XII 6.25 W-II coking

XI/XII 6.83

IX/X, X 10.57

Lower horizon VIII A,B 7.84 NLW

W-IVVIII 2.62

V/VI/VII 20.84

IV/(T)/IV (B) 8.4 Non-coking
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Fig. 1 Trend of gross national demand, annual production and import of coking coal in India

Table 3 Grade of coking coal produced in India

Grade of coal ST-I ST-II Semi coking W-I W-II W-III W-IV

Production in MT 0.50 0.456 0.13 0.115 2.228 12.499 41.973
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4 Characteristic of Indian coal

Indian coals of drift origin (Gondwana Coal) can be

characterized by high ash content with impurities dissem-

inated in the coal bed. Very thin bands (5 mm–3 cm) of

impurities are often encountered in between coal bands.

Such coal has high near gravity material (NGM[ 30 %)

content. Liberation size of coal is much smaller; and sig-

nificant improvement in yield is observed when coal is

crushed down to as low as -6 mm to -3 mm and -1 mm.

Table 4 Existing Coking Coal Washeries in India and Washing Technologies

S.

no.

Name of Year of

commissioning

Design Washing technology

washery capacity

(MTPY)

Coarse coal Small coal Fine coal

1 Jamadoba 1952 0.9 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotation)

2 Kargali 1958 2.78 -300 ? 30 mm

(Coarse Coal Jig)

– –

3 Durgapurb 1960 1.5 -80 ? 20 mm

(H M Bath)

-20 ? 1.0 mm

(Small Coal Jig)

-1 ? 0.25 mm (Spiral)

-0.25 (Flotation)

4 Bhojudih 1962 1.7 -75 ? 25 mm

(HM Bath)

-25 ? 0.5 mm

(Batac Jig)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

5 Dugda-II 1968 1.8 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

6 DCOP 1968 1.35 Not Available

7 Chasnalla 1968 1.5 -80 ? 20 mm

(H M Bath)

-20 ? 0.5 mm

(Small Coal Jig)

-0.5 ? 0.15 mm (Spiral)

-0.15 (Clean Coal)

8 Kathara 1969 3.0 -80 ? 13 mm

(Drewboy Bath)

-13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

9 Swang 1970 0.75 -80 ? 20 mm

(Deshaler Jig)

-20 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(WO Cyclonea)

10 Sudamdih 1981 1.6 – -37 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

11 West Bokaro-II 1982 1.8 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotation)

12 Moonidih 1983 1.6 – -30 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(WO Cyclonea)

13 Nandan 1984 1.2 -75 ? 13 mm

(Coarse Coal Jig)

-13 ? 0.5 mm

(Fine Coal Jig)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

14 Rajrappa 1988 3.0 -80 ? 16 mm

(Batac Jig)

-16 ? 0.5 mm

(Fine Coal Jig)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

15 Mohuda 1990 0.63 – -25 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

16 Bhelatand 1994 0.86 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotation)

17 West Bokaro-III 1994 2.1 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotation)

18 Kedla 1997 2.6 -80 ? 15 mm

(Batac Jig)

-15 ? 0.5 mm

(Fine Coal Jig)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

19 Madhuband 1998 2.5 – -13 ? 0.5 mm

(Batac Jig)

-0.5 mm

(Flotationa)

a Fine coal circuit is not in operation
b Details pertaining to operation of fine coal circuit not available
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However, operating a coal washery with such small coal

size is not feasible under present techno-economics. This

makes Indian Coal difficult to wash, resulting in poor yield

and low organic efficiency.

Indian industries find Indian Coal inferior to the

imported coal mainly because of high ash content. How-

ever, Indian Coal can also be characterized by low sulfur

(0.2 %–0.7 %), low iron, low chlorine, low toxic/rare earth

elements content and macerals rich coal with high ash

fusion temperature, and refractory nature of silica and

alumina rich ash. It offers great potential for further

investigation into coal washing technology dedicated for

Indian Coal.

5 Future of coal washing industry

Government of India planned to expand coal-washing

capacity in India by 13th Five Year Plan. Installation of 20

Coal Washeries in public sector with total installed

capacity of 111.10 MT was envisaged. At present, CIL has

taken up installation of 15 coal washeries on build, operate

and maintain (BOM) Scheme.

Out of these, six are coking coal washeries, under the

ownership of Bharat Coking Coal Limited with total design

capacity of 18.6 MTY; and the remaining nine Washeries

are Non-Coking Coal Washeries with total designed

capacity of 74.5 MTY under the ownership of CCL (03

No—19.5 MTY), SECL (02 No—15 MTY) and MCL (04

No—40 MTY) subsidiaries of Coal India Limited (Saxena

2015; Sarkar et al. 2015).

The six coking coal washeries of Bharat Coking Coal

Limited will be equipped with advanced automation and

control circuits. Three of these washeries are under con-

struction with the remaining under various stages of

finalization. Typical cyclone—Cyclone, Jig—Cyclone

combination has been used. deshaling cyclone and teeter

bed separator (TBS) are being used for the first time in

India.

A brief description of washing technology proposed in

these washeries is presented in Table 5 (Sarkar et al. 2015;

Sapru 2015).

These new washeries have been facilitated with re-

washing circuit for the middling produced in their primary

circuit; and MoU has already been signed for utilization of

rejects produced in these washeries in FBC Power Plants

and allied industries (Minutes of IMC Meeting).

With the allocation of new coal blocks for captive usage,

new coal washeries in private sector are expected. S&T

Mining, a joint venture between Steel Authority of India

Limited (SAIL) and Tata Steel Limited has been formed to

look into the Mining and Coal Preparation activities of the

newly acquired coal blocks to meet the demand of coking

coal for their steel plants. Moreover, some American,

European, South African and Asian Companies have

formed consortiums with Indian Industries to invest in the

coal washing sector in India.

Table 5 Upcoming coking coal washeries in coal India limited

Name of washery Design

capacity

Washing technology

Coarse coal Small coal Fine coal

Madhuband 5.0 MTY -75 ? 13 mm

(Deshaling cyclone)

-13 ? 1 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-1 ? 0.25 mm (TBS)

-0.25 mm (Flotation)

Patherdih 5.0 MTY -75 ? 13 mm

(Jig)

-13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(Flotation)

Dahibari 1.6 MTY -50 ?13 mm

(Deshaling Jig)

-13 ? 0.5 mm

(HM Cyclone)

-0.5 mm

(WO Cyclone and Spirals)

Patherdih 2.5 MTY Not yet finalized

Dugda 2.5 MTY

Bhojudih 2.0 MTY
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With installation of upcoming coal washeries in BCCL,

total designed capacity of coking coal washeries in India will

be 55.77MTY by 2020 (Ministry of Coal 2014; Chakraborty

et al. 2015; Saxena 2015; Sarkar et al. 2015). The projected

production of Coal in BCCL and coal washing targets have

been presented in Fig. 2 (Sarkar et al. 2015).

As evident from Table 4 and Fig. 2, present capacity

utilization of existing washeries of BCCL is around 20 %.

Study is being carried out by the authors for improving

techno-economic performance of the washeries. Once the

coal washing becomes a profitable proposition, BCCL

management will be encouraged to revive the existing

washeries for maximum capacity utilization with the

objective of washing entire coking coal produced in BCCL.

The other companies are expected to follow this and thus

ensure utilization of Indigenous Coking Coal with no or

substantial reduction in import.

6 Scope for research and development

As evident from Table 4 and Table 5, with deteriorating

quality of coal, the complexity of washing would increase,

and operators would resort to 4–5 stages of washing. Out-

comes of several experiments carried out on Indian Coal and

South African Coal (also of Gondwana Origin) reveal that

separate washing of different size fractions have resulted in

higher yield (Sapru 2015); and by integrating advanced

process control, BATAC Jigs can be utilized to wash diffi-

cult-to-wash coal (Mustafi and Nandy 2015). Japan Coal has

demonstrated the capability of Variwave Jigs in effectively

washing Indian Coal (Koyanagi et al. 2015). FLSmidth has

carried out several experiments on Indian Coal and have

arrived to a conclusion that washing -13 ? 1 mm fraction

in HeavyMedia Cyclone,-1 ? 0.106 mm fraction in spiral

concentrator and -0.106 mm fraction in flotation cells will

yield better results compared to -13 ? 0.5 mm in HM

Cyclone and -0.5 mm by Flotation (Moorhead and Woo-

druff 2015), which is a regular practice in India. Multotech

ProcessEquipment, SAhas conducted several tests on Indian

Coal for beneficiation using spiral concentrator; and the

results are encouraging (Smith and Erasmus 2015). Dr.

Gouricharan, of CIMFR, Dhanbad has patented a novel

washing scheme for LVMC Coal by adopting multi-stage,

multi-stream coal washing circuit (Gouricharan 2015).

However, the complexity of the operation and challenges of

maintenance will increase and is likely to pose challenges in

smooth operation and maintenance of the plant.

This implies that, there is scope for concerted R&D

efforts to find out relatively simpler washing scheme with

maximum 2–3 stage of washing, which would not only

simplify the operation and maintenance, but also overcome

the shortcomings of existing 2–3 stage washing circuits.

There lies scope for comparative study of Indian Coal

with Gondwana Coal from other countries in the southern

hemisphere. So far, studies have shown that Indian Coal

differs significantly from carboniferous coal found in

northern hemisphere. However, there is hardly any litera-

ture on comparative study of Indian and South African or

Australian Coal. This is the reason, coal washing technol-

ogy used in these countries are accepted as suitable for

Indian Coal with little or no modification. Ample oppor-

tunity is there for the scientific community to develop

indigenous technology designed for difficult washing

characteristics of Indian Coal.

Academic & Research institution and technology pro-

viders should work in tandem with the industry, as they are

ultimately responsible for implementing these technolo-

gies. Even after 60 years of Independence, Indian coal

washing industry is at its nascent stage. This calls for a

Academia-Research Institution and industry consortium to

develop new and alternate process routes which are tech-

nically easier and superior, environmentally benign and

economically sustainable.

7 Conclusions

The existing situation of Indian coal washing Industry is a

resultant of gross negligence of the industries to strengthen

R&D for development of indigenous technologies. The

Industry has relied from the very beginning on imported

technology and machinery, ignoring the fact that foreign

technologies have been developed taking into account the

nature of coal in those countries, which is significantly

different from that of Indian Coal, which possess difficult

washability characteristics because of its drift origin. Nei-

ther the industry nor the government agencies have spon-

sored an exhaustive R&D project dedicated to coal, despite

it being the primary source of energy and infrastructural

element in India.

Due to non-availability of such research facilities either

at Govt. Research laboratories or Academic Institutions,

Indian Scientific community has not yet been able to

develop a cause—effect—solution matrix for operational

and maintenance practices of Coal Washing Industry. It’s

one of the principal reasons behind existing condition of

public sector Coal Washeries that were installed using

imported technology but no indigenous intelligentsia to

deal with regular operational and maintenance challenges.

Had the academia–industry and research institution been

working in tandem, the coal washing scenario in India

would have been different.

Thus, attractiveness of Coal Washing Industry in India is

high, but also full of challenges. PESTEL analysis of coal

washing industry suggests that India is heading towards
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mandatory coal washing before end utilization. The dete-

riorating quality of raw coking coal poses challenges

before the scientific community and the industry to find out

simple and economically viable coal washing scheme for

maximum recovery of coking coal for usage in metallur-

gical sector. There also lies scope for analyzing present

condition of existing washeries, especially in public sector,

to look for innovative techniques for revival of these

washeries.
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